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Abstract 
The scope of this thesis is to determine whether Machine Learning techniques used in predicting 
traditional sports results are relevant in predicting electronic sports results. Moreover, it explores 
whether there is a hidden pattern in a team that leads to a win rather than just plain team composition. 
 
The selected video game from electronic sports was Teamfight Tactics. The literature study was 
conducted on journals, articles and projects that predicted traditional sports outcomes, from which the 
Machine Learning models were collected. Literature concerning Machine Learning algorithms, their 
advantages and caveats was studied as well for the scientific background and implementation. Finally 
the experiment consisted in implementing models identified in literature study and analyzing the results. 
 
The experiment showed that predicting electronic sports with Machine Learning techniques used in 
traditional sports is not only relevant but also more accurate, due to the complex nature of the video 
game and data availability which yields a dataset with high dimensionality and data points.The second 
part of the experiment showed that indeed there is a pattern in a team that leads to higher winning 
chances. It was demonstrated by encoding the dataset with word2vec (encoder used in natural 
language processing) and visualizing the data through the Embedding Projector (a tool that shows 
patterns in data through clusters). 
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1. Introduction 
In spite of Machine Learning being considered a technology of the future, it actually              

persisted in people’s daily lives for years now. Notorious early usages of Machine             

Learning (ML) techniques were applied for email spam filtering in 2002, using            

Bayesian Algorithms [1], for detecting payment card fraud in 2000, using Deep            

Feedforward Neural Network (DFNN) [2] as well as in many other domains without             

people even realizing it. In his book, Aurélien Géron defines ML as: “... the science               

(and art) of programming computers so they can learn from data.“ [3]. 

It couldn’t be described better since science (in the aforementioned quote) encompasses            

the ensemble of mathematical formulas implemented in a computer language to           

represent an algorithm and the art refers to the fact that the programming can be               

achieved in many different ways. 

ML techniques are great for solving complex problems with vast datasets where            

traditional algorithms would fail. And because of this nature, ML transcends essential            

sectors of infrastructure (medecine [4], economics [5], agriculture [6]) to entertainment           

(sports, video games) as well. A well known usage of ML in sports is to predict wins                 

and placements whether it is for betting purposes or analysis.  

Electronic Sports (esports) [7] share common traits with traditional sports, such as:            

competitive play, fixed set of rules, win prizes, large audiences [8]. With all the              

similarities, esports are more complex than traditional sports and therefore form a            

perfect base for ML algorithms. Predicting esports match-results might be useful not            

only for the players, coaches and spectators but for the game developers as well as it can                 

bring light on how well a game is balanced, how likely a player will play the game.  

This thesis will capitalize on the complex datasets that the online video game Teamfight              

Tactics (TFT) [9] generates, to implement ML algorithms used in traditional sports. The             

goal is to predict a discrete variable (win/loss) as well as a continuous one (placement)               

and find the model with the most accurate prediction. 
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1.1 Related Work 
This chapter introduces various ML terminologies which are explained later in this            

thesis in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

Herbinet [10] in his research used regression and classification models to predict the             

score and the outcome of football matches. The focus of his study was to predict               

accurate results based on in-game match events rather than just the number of goals              

scored by a team. For the outcome of a match he used various classification models               

such as Logistic Regression (LOR), K-Nearest-Neighbours (KNN), Gaussian Naive         

Bayes (GNB). He finally obtained an Accuracy of 0.511. To predict a match score he               

used regression models such as Linear Regression (LIR), Support Vector Machine           

(SVM), Random Forest (RF). The best accuracy he obtained from these models was             

0.446. 

Bunker et al. [11] consolidated the usage of ML in various sports thanks to its ability of                 

predicting a target variable in previously unseen data. Although they mentioned           

predicting a continuous variable such as the match score in Herbinet’s work, Bunker et              

al. treated sport prediction as a classification problem. The result of their work was a               

pipeline based on the CRISP-DM framework, using the Deep Feedforward Neural           

Network (DFNN) as the selected prediction model. 

Yang [12] has built a model to predict the winning team in a video game called                

Overwatch by focusing on synergies of the heroes in that team. Unlike the models              

described in Herbinet and Bunker et al. work, his model is designed to predict the               

outcome on the fly rather than pre match. He was interested in increasing the accuracy               

prediction in early game progress, a task that other models underperformed. He            

explained the importance of encoding categorical features accordingly. For that he           

compared champions in a team to words in a sentence. Randomly arranged they might              1

not make sense but in a sentence they carry a meaning. Similarly, champions create              

synergies when combined accordingly. He then presented how the most popular           

categorical encoder - OneHotEncoding (OHE) fails to preserve the synergy because of            

1 A single unit that can be placed in a team. 
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its nature of creating a new dimension for every different word, not capturing in this               

way the semantic. His approach was to use distributed representations: “Technique           

which allows each training sentence to inform the model about an exponential number             

of semantically neighboring sentences.” [13]. 

He managed to obtain an early accuracy increase of 7% in his LOR model by using                

Word2vec - a two layer neural network that processes data by vectorizing words,             

compared to OneHotEncoding implementation. 

Eggels et al. [14] used the results of football matches after their conclusion to predict               

which team was supposed to win, instead of which team actually won. The researchers              

used LOR, Decision Tree (DT), RF and DTs boosted with Ada-boost. The best accuracy              

they obtained was 0.785 with Random Forest implementation. In the researchers’ work            

11 features were used collected from 5017 matches. 

Gu et al. [15] created a ML prediction and data gathering framework for hockey games.               

They gathered data by mining it from the web and retrieved such information as results               

of previous matches, player performance indicators, opposition information. They         

collected 18 features to evaluate players on. Their scope was to predict winning chances              

and therefore they used classification models. The researchers used DTs, KNN, SVM,            

Naïve Bayes (NB) with a training set of 2000 and a test set of 638. The worst prediction                  

the researchers obtained was from KNN (0.84 accuracy) and the other tested ML             

algorithms (SVM, NB, DT) all scored similarly within the 0.9-0.91 range. 

1.2 Research Questions 
Q1: Are ML techniques used to predict traditional sports results applicable for esports? 

Q2: Can ML techniques detect a pattern in a team’s attribute set that will provide               

higher winning chances? 

1.3 Aim and Purpose 
Teamfight Tactics (TFT) is an online auto-battler [16] from Riot Games. It registered 33              

mln. monthly active players as for 2019.09.25 [17]. This popularity is not coincidental             

since the game, aside from being free-to-play, possesses a high amount of complexity             
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keeping the players challenged daily. With such a vast playerbase, this game generates             

massive amounts of data which as mentioned in Introduction is a den for testing ML               

techniques to predict an outcome of a game. 

The main type of prediction currently available for TFT is in the form of web based                

applications that simply aggregate game data from the Riot API [18] and sum which              

team compositions have won the most games. These results are then used to rank the               

victory percentage of a team by labeling a specific composition with letters C, B, A, S                

(C being the lowest chance of victory and S being the highest) [19]. The prediction               

method employed by the aforementioned web apps is highly inefficient due to the fact              

that a summation of this kind does not encompass many of the factors involved in a                

team that contribute to a win: champions can form synergies amongst themselves based             

on common traits, they can be equipped with various items, can have different levels. 

In this degree project the aim is to implement ML techniques used to predict traditional               

sports in predicting esports. Moreover, the thesis explores the relationships between           

different champions and items within a team as a decisive factor in a win rather just the                 

team composition. Hence, from supervised learning [20], there were implemented          

regression models to predict a continuous variable (placement) and classification          

models to predict a discrete variable (win/loss). The objective is to find which model              

has the best accuracy and compare it with results identified in the Related Work. The               

results of this degree project can be useful as mentioned in the Introduction for esport               

coaches, game audience, data analysts and for video-game developers as illustrated in            

Fig. 1. 
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Figure: 1 Intersection of Video Games and Machine Learning. 

1.4 Methods 
This thesis is divided in two parts: theoretical (literature review) and practical            

(experiment).. 

● Literature review: Initially it was decided to study the related work to identify             

general models that were used to predict an outcome both in traditional and             

esports. Secondly, the literature concerning the logic behind machine learning          

techniques. This is important to understand when implementing the model in           

code even though the libraries usually cover many technicalities behind the           

scenes. Finally, various books and journals were researched concerning specific          

problems that were encountered during implementation, such as: overfitting the          

model, dimensionality curse, feature selection. 

● Experiment: The experiment consisted in engineering an optimal data set and           

feeding it to various regression and classification algorithms and comparing the           

results with the ones identified in related work. Secondly, a comparison was            

made between predicting a dataset encoded with Word2vec and binary encoding           

(Subchapter 4.3.1). This is to depict whether there is a hidden set pattern in team               

composition and whether that pattern will yield higher chances of win or not. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 
The remainder of this degree project is structured as follows: Chapter 2 enumerates the              

challenges and the limitations identified for this degree project. Chapter 3 explains the             

mechanics of TFT as well as general characteristics of the models that were chosen for               

this degree project. Chapter 4 shows in detail how the data was gathered, processed and               

how the features were selected. Chapter 5 specifies the steps of implementing a model              

in Python. It explains how the models were evaluated and optimized. Chapter 6 displays              

the results from various models plotted on graphs as well as contained in tables. Chapter               

7 discusses the obtained results and motivates them with literature support. It also             

compares the obtained results with already existing ones from other projects in Related             

Work. The chapter covers as well ethical aspects of the project. Finally, Chapter 8              

concludes the thesis by answering the research questions as well as presenting future             

work 
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2. Challenges & Limitations 
Unlike traditional sports mentioned in related work, which rules are widely known,            

autobattlers which share general concepts, still have particular differences. TFT contains           

a rich amount of complexity that needs to be explained so the reader will have a basic                 

understanding about the dataset described in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure: 2 A classic preparation phase in TFT. 

The complexity consists of the fact that there are: 

● 57 champions in one season. A season changes every 3 months and new             

champions are added and some champions excluded from the previous set. 

● 9 unique base items. Two base items combined create a new item with a total of                

54 possible unique new items. All the items can be equipped on a champion in               

any way desired with maximum 3 items per champion. 

● Every champion aside from basic stats (attack power, attack speed etc) has 2-3             

traits. Champions with the same traits in a team create synergies which apply an              

unique amplifier for the group or for the entire team (e.g. the whole team gets               

magic resist or the champions with the same trait gain +200 health). Some items              
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can give champion traits that they don’t naturally possess. Traits names and            

amounts can be seen in the Fig. 3, on the left. 

● Every champion can level up to a maximum of level 3. Each level enhances its               

basic stats. 

● The maximum team size in theory is 28 (the amount of possible slots on the               

field) in reality players reach a team size of 9-10 champions. 

● Each round there is a random list of champions available for purchase. In Fig. 2,               

the champions available for purchase are seen on the bottom of the image. 

● Each round the player can spend gold on three things: 

1. Purchase XP to level up, increasing the team size by 1. 

2. Purchase a champion. 

3. Refresh the list of champions available for purchase which will generate           

a new list. 

● Champions can be positioned strategically on the field in various ways.  

In Fig. 2, some champions are in front and some are behind. 

● In each game, there is a chance of having a random game mode: get instantly a                

level 2 champion, champions can equip only 2 items etc. 

2.1 Challenges 
● Formatting the dataset: Not only is the dataset high dimensional: champions,           

items, game mode, it is also complex: a champion can have up to three levels               

and up to three items from a total of 54 possible items. The challenge comes in                

organizing these connected variables in a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file           

without compromising the interconnectability of the features. 

● Visualizing the results: Because of the highly dimensional nature of the           

dataset, representing the results on a two dimensional graph is impractical. The            

challenge consists in representing the results i.e. the actual value and predicted            

value on a humanly understandable graph. 

● Overfitting the model: As the literature review suggested, building and training           

the model is by far not the end of the experiment. For the model must be                

adjusted to generalize rather than simply memorize. The challenge comes when           
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tuning regression and classification models so they don’t overfit. As Stephen           

Marsland mentioned in his book: Overfitting a model is as bad as underfitting it              

[21]. 

More on overfitting and formatting the dataset is explained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5               

respectively. 

2.2 Limitations 

2.2.1 Missing Features 

Since there are so many features that determine a win it is beyond the capabilities of this                 

degree project to include all them in the equation. Therefore the dataset was reduced to               

what was decided to be only necessary attributes (Subchapter 4.2). However, even with             

selected features, not all of them were covered by Riot’s API. One such feature is the                

champion’s position on the field (see Fig. 2), meaning it will not be included as a                

variable for prediction. 

2.2.2 Missing Items 

During the data gathering period there was an issue with the Riot API for fetching TFT                

games. The issue would manifest in the API not returning what items were used by any                

team in a specific game. Therefore, team compositions without registered items were            

ignored. 

A further complication with the Riot API was that some teams in a game had only a part                  

of the items registered, therefore there would be no clear indication if the items              

represented were the actual entire set or only a part. Since the data is incomplete, the                

algorithm can not classify it as missing data nor can it guess what items were missing,                

meaning the data was registered as it is.  

2.2.3 Hardware 

The hardware used to conduct this degree project caused difficulties when it came to the               

practical side and test implementation. More specifically the difficulties came when           

large datasets were implemented and when the complexity of the neural network models             
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increased. Firstly data size had to be reduced due to the insufficient main memory.              

Moreover the data processing problem was amplified by the secondary memory being            

HDD, greatly limiting transfer of data in main memory. Secondly Integrated graphics            

(Intel(R) HD Graphics 620) could not offer enough GPU power necessary for DFNN             

[22] as dedicated graphics would. This greatly limited the complexity of DFNN models             

that could be implemented. A detailed description of the hardware specifications can be             

found in Chapter 5. 
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3. Background 

3.1 TFT Rules 
Team Fight Tactics is a round-based strategy game that pits the player against seven              

opponents in a free-for-all race to build a powerful team that fights on your behalf. The                

goal is to be the last person standing. The main rules of the game are: 

● A team is composed of champions who will fight automatically against the            

enemy team. The player cannot participate in fights. 

● There are eight players in total competing for a win. 

● Each round, the player can buy/sell champions to compose a better team. 

● A champion can have three levels. A level three champion has its basic stats              

more enhanced compared to a level one champion. 

● Champions have rarity ranging from 1 up to 5 (1 being the lowest and 5 the                

highest) this rarity is determined by what chance the player has of obtaining             

them. 

● The player can equip champions with items which give them extra abilities and             

enhanced stats e.g Item X gives the wearer 15% attack speed and makes it              

immune to enemy abilities for the first 10 seconds. 

● Each round the player receives gold. More gold is received for a win and less for                

a loss. 

● Each player starts at level one. Level number expresses how many champions a             

player can have in a team e.g A level 5 player will have 5 champions in a team. 

● Each round, the player gains XP points passively but they can be purchased for              

gold as well. 

● A win is considered if the player is placed in top four while a loss in bottom                 

four. 
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3.2 ML Algorithms 
The selection of ML algorithms is mainly based on the ones identified in Related Work.               

Below they are briefly explained and illustrated accordingly with an image. The images             

are obtained from scikit-learn [23]. 

3.2.1 Multiple Linear Regression 

Linear Regression (LIR) is an algorithm used to estimate a continuous variable from a              

single input. The relationship between the dependent variable and independent variable           

is established by a line (Fig. 3) called the best fitting line.  

 
Figure: 3 The best fitting line in Linear Regression 

. 

The method to estimate coefficients for the best fit line is called least squares.  

The general function for LIR looks as follows: 

xy︿ = b0 + b1 + ε      (1) 

where is the predicted dependent variable, is the intercept (when x equals zero), y︿      b0   y︿      

is the regression coefficient and is the residual. A Multiple Linear Regressionb1      ε        

(MLR) algorithm has multiple independent variables: 

x x .. xy︿ = b0 + b1 1 + b2 2 + . + bn n + ε       (2) 

3.2.2 Logistic Regression 

Logistic Regression (LOR) is a classification algorithm that estimates the probability of            

a discrete outcome. The ‘Regression’ in the name comes from the fact that the formula               
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of LOR is similar to that of LIR (1). The difference is that the LIR estimates a                 

continuous variable. LOR combines the nature of estimating a linear correlation           

between the independent and dependent variable but for a discrete variable 0 or 1 (Fig.               

4) with the help of Sigmoid function: 

(x) f = 1
1+e−x        (3) 

where x is the independent variable and e is the Euler’s number. If the LIR uses least                 

squares to estimate the coefficients for the best fitting line, LOR uses maximum             

likelihood [24]. Moreover, LOR correlates the independent variable x to the mean of             

the dependent variable y. 

 
Figure 4: Logistic Regression curve. 

 

Combining LIR and Sigmoid function, LOR formula is obtained: 

n x ..  l ( p(x )i
1−p(x )i ) = b0 + b1 1 + . + x  b2 2       (4) 

where = ranging between 0 and 1. This means the predicted (x )  p i   1
1+e−(b +b x +...+b x )0 1 1 1 1

         

variable when p<0.5 and when p>0.5.y︿ = 0 y︿ = 1  

3.2.3 Support Vector Machines 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are ML algorithms used both for classification and            

regression. They are effective for datasets with high dimensionsionality [25]. The logic            

behind this algorithm is to construct a hyperplane (the continuous line in Fig.5) in              
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n-dimensional space, where n is the number of independent variables. A good model             

will trace the hyperplane with the largest distance to the nearest training data-points (the              

dots crossed by the dashed lines in Fig. 5). The hyperplane also serves as a classification                

separator, meaning the larger the distance, lower the generalization error. 

 
Figure 5: SVM class separation. 

 

SVMs are great for non-linear classifications such as the one in Fig. 7, where the data                

can not be separated by a simple line. It achieves this by using a kernel trick [26]. 

 
Figure 6: Nonlinear data. 
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3.2.4 K-Nearest Neighbour 

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) is an algorithm that can be used both in classification and              

regression. Unlike other algorithms which discard the data on training, KNN keeps it in              

memory. Upon presented with new data example x, KNN will find k training examples              

closest to x. This can be visualized in Fig. 8 where the dots represent the new data and                  

the coloured areas are the neighbourhoods to which they were associated. For            

classification it will return the majority label (discrete value) whilst for regression it will              

return the average (continuous value). The closeness of the new data to a stored data is                

calculated with a distance function [24], most popular being the Euclidean distance: 

(x, k)  d  = √∑
n

i=1
(x )i

2 − ki
2 2

     (5) 

where d is the distance from the new data sample x to the nearest neighbour data k and n                   

is the number of independent variables. 

 
Figure 7:  K-Nearest Neighbours Classifier. 

3.2.5 Gaussian Naive Bayes 

Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm is used for classifications and operates over categorical            

features. It’s advantage is that it can accurately classify data after being trained on a               

small training set. This model assumes that features are conditionally independent           

given a class label. The ‘naive’ part comes from the fact that it is not in reality expected                  

for the features to be independent given a class label. In spite of their simplified               

assumptions, NB algorithms performed well in real-world situations such as          
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spam-filtering mentioned in Chapter 1. The dataset used in this degree project however,             

contains categorical and numerical features, which were encoded and scaled into           

numerical representations. Therefore, GNB will be used which performs well on           

datasets with real-valued features as suggested by Kevin P. Murphy [27].  

3.2.6 Decision Trees 

Just like KNN, Decision Tree (DT) is an algorithm that can be used both in regression                

and classification. It uses independent variables to create decisions that lead to the             

dependent variable. When a new sample data is fed to the algorithm, its independent              

variables are checked against the branch nodes. If their value is below a specific              

threshold, the data is passed to the right branch, otherwise to the right. The data will                

pass through decision nodes until it reaches the leaf node which represents the decision              

of the algorithm to classify the data. Fig. 8 illustrates how the decision tree classified the                

data into three possible outcomes. 

 
Figure 8: Decision Tree Classifier. 

3.2.7 Random Forest 

Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble algorithm [24], meaning it employs multiple base 

algorithms to form a final optimized predictive model. The base algorithms as seen in 

Fig. 9 are DTs. RF will split the dataset x into random subsets . For each n-th subsetSn  

a DT model is created. This learning paradigm is known as bagging [28]. Every DT will 

output a prediction . For classification, RF will collect the prevalent output from allyi  

DTs predictions. In case of regression, RF will calculate the mean of all the DTs 

predictions. 
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Figure 9: Random Forest result aggregation [29]. 

3.2.8 Feedforward Neural Networks 

Feedforward Neural Networks (FNN) are machine learning algorithms that use neurons           

organized in layers. A neuron is a function f which takes in x inputs where , w               x )  ( ≥ 1   

weights which represent the strength of the inputs and bias b where . The neuron            b )  ( = 1    

computes the values it receives and outputs a single value y which is a number [30]. The                 

neuron’s formula looks as follows: 

( w )y = f ∑
 

i
xi i + b      (6) 

The layers in FNN are connected between each other through neurons: the output of one               

neuron is the input of another. A basic Neural Network that is fed non-linear data would                

consist of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. FNN is a type of                 

Neural Network in which information flows from the input values x through functions             

to an output value y. There are no looping connections in which the information from               

the network is fed back to itself [31]. 

The purpose of a Feedforward Neural Network is to find some function that can              f *    

best relate the value of input x to a category y [31]. This can be expressed as .                  (x)  y = f *  

Then a FNN with three layers would mean a functional representation of each layer              

taking inputs from the previous one and could be expressed as: 

 (f (f (x)))  y = f 3 2 1       (7) 

where each function  denotes a layer. f 1..3  
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4. Dataset 

4.1 Data Generation 
Riot Games, creators and owners of Teamfight Tactics, have provided a semi-open API             

(Appendix A) for gathering data for TFT. The API allows access to every registered              

account in TFT and all games played by that account since June 26 2019. With the                

player base mentioned in Introduction, 33 million monthly active players means they            

have played at least 1 game per month. This equates to 33 000 000 x 13 (months since                  

June 26 2019) x 1 (minimum games required to be considered an active player) = 169                

000 000 games that can be mined for data (minimum). 

The data gathering process of the API was as follows (simplified in Fig. 10): 

Step 1: Mining the web for summoner names  by:  2

1. Automating web browsing to access specific URLs containing summoner         

names. 

2. Parsing a page’s HTML code to extract elements and their text values which             

represented summoner names.  

This step is necessary in order to obtain a single TFT match, since it contains an unique                 

ID that will be provided to the API. To obtain this match ID, Player User Unique                

Identification (PUUID) is needed to make a GET request to Riot API to obtain match               

history for that player. This match history contains the match IDs needed to recover a               

single match’s information. 

Step 2: Feed the names gathered from step 1 into the API to obtain PUUIDs. 

Step 3: Pass the recovered PUUIDs from step 2 to the API to obtain a full match history                  

for every PUUID. 

Step 4: Provide the API with unique match IDs and receive the full details of a single 

match (player PUUIDs, team compositions, game mode, game date etc.). 

2 Summoner name - a name chosen by a player when creating their TFT profile. This                
name is region specific and is different from the account name. 
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Figure 10: Data Gathering Process. 

4.2 Feature Selection 
With so many features contributing to a win it is necessary to select a precise set of                 

features for the model to process. In his book [21], Stephen Marslan explains the term               

Curse of Dimensionality, denoting the fact that with increasing dimensions (columns) in            

the dataset the accuracy decreases with insufficient data (rows).  

Konstantinos Koutroumbas et al. [32] tackled this problem with a practical approach.            

They explained that for a number of training points ( ) the probability of error         ,N 1 N 2     P e  

decreases with more features l until a point where increases due to        l , )  ( 1 l2  P e    

insufficient data. They denoted as peaking phenomenon, illustrated in Fig. 11l , )  ( 1 l2  

 
Figure 11: Peaking Phenomenon. 

They presented the formula for the minimum in the curves, which is            l = α
N

where α takes values in the range of 2 to 10. It was concluded naturally that for a model                   

to avoid the peaking phenomenon, the number of features should be smaller than ,             α
N  

which can be achieved either by decreasing the number of features or increasing the              

number of N. 
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This thesis experimented with multiple data formats, with features varying from 2 to             

3194 features from which the most optimal was selected to be format E. The discarded               

formats can be seen in Appendix B. 

Format E: 

Format E comprises 11 columns for champions plus a column for each champion’s level              

and 3 columns for each champion denoting the presence of up to 3 items. Format E also                 

has the advantage of being able to represent many repeating copies of a single champion               

and their respective items in contrast to the older formats tried which only accounted for               

one extra copy of a champion and item sets only for the first instance of that specific                 

champion. Format E is shown in Table 2. This format consisted of 200 093 rows, 58                

columns and is the final format for this thesis. The dataset contains a small number of                

edge cases (0.27% of the total data). Due to the large amount of regular data these cases                 

were kept since their effect on the model generalizations would be insignificant. 

Table 1 Format E. 

Champion 1 Level Item 1 Item 2 Item3 .
.
. 

Champion 11 Level Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Game 
Mode 

Placement 

Annie 3 item x 0 0 .
.
. 

Lucian 1 item x item y item z Binary Star 4 

4.2.1 Data distribution 

A main concern about mined data was if the distribution of that data was fair. This                

means that attributes are fairly represented and the data is not biased towards one output               

or another such as win/loss or placement. To determine such irregularities Facets Dive             

[33] was used to visualize the training and test datasets. In Appendix C teams are               

grouped by placement and it can be seen that there is an almost perfect distribution of                

data across all possible placements (from 1 to 8) hence data in that aspect is fair.  

The graph in Appendix D displays teams grouped by the game mode they participated              

in. In this graph it can be observed that there are a lot of disparities in the quantities of                   

recorded game modes. With the game mode “Normal Game” being overly represented.            

This is explained by the rules of TFT and the random chance of each mode appearing,                
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with 20% for Normal Game and 10% for other modes. The game modes “Dreadnova”              

and “BigLittleLegends” which are highly underrepresented, are due to the fact that they             

are no longer part of the game. These two modes are from older recorded games. They                

were still kept in the dataset since the team data from them was still valid. 

Another important conclusion from the visualization was reaffirming the limited team           

size of 11. The team size distribution is shown in Appendix E. The two columns               

represent the proportion of data for teams of sizes 1-10 labeled as ‘0’ since the place for                 

the 11th champion in those teams was empty and the teams which had a team size of 11                  

labeled as ‘other’ because that column is an aggregation of all champions found at place               

11. 

4.3 Feature Engineering 
Since the dataset did not contain any missing values, imputation techniques were not             

applied. Moreover, numerical features ranged only from [1,3] and were binary encoded,            

meaning normalization was not needed. 

4.3.1 Encoding 

Selected algorithms can perform only provided with numerical values. Meaning that           

some columns containing categorical data such as: champion name, game mode, items,            

had to be encoded. Several encoders were tested and the following ones were selected:  

BinaryEncoder [34] (BE): This algorithm labels initially the column with numerical           

values just like the LabelEncoder [35] (LE). It transforms those numerical values in             

their binary form. Finally it creates a column for every binary digit. The reason why BE                

was chosen instead of the popular OneHotEncoding [36] (OHE) is due to the fact that               

unlike OHE, BE encodes the data in a less dimensional array [37]. In OHE for a feature                 

q with multiplicity n there will be produced number of dimensions d as expressed        (q )* n       

by the following equation: 

 q * nmultiplicity = ddimensions      (8) 

This increase of dimensionality becomes problematic for datasets with a large number            

of features and a high amount of variation [36]. BE compresses data in a much more                
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optimal fashion. For a feature q with multiplicity n there will be produced             

number of dimensions d as expressed by the following equation:(q )  log2 * nmultiplicity  

(q )  log2 * nmultiplicity = ddimensions       (9) 

The main disadvantage of using BE (as explained by Seger [37]) compared to OHE was               

that BE has a slightly worse performance with respect to precision and recall. 

This compromise in accuracy of the implemented models was necessary due to the             

hardware limitations mentioned Subchapter 2.2.2.  

Word2vec Skip-Gram [38][39] (W2V): W2V is a technique originally developed by           

[38][39] as a type of embedding that was intended to be used in natural language               

processing that creates distributed vector representations of words in a sentence by            

capturing semantic and syntactic relationships between the words in a given sentence.            

The model is implemented by a 2 layered neural network. The architecture for the              

skip-gram implementation of word2vec is displayed in Fig. 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Skip-Gram implementation of word2vec visual representation of network architecture [38]. 
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BE differs from W2V in that the latter preserves the underlying relationship between the 

attributes of the dataset although at the cost of expanding dimensionality by a 

significant factor. W2V is a very specialized encoding and is in practice not used when 

high optimization is the objective. 

4.3.2 Standardization 

Standardization is a technique of rescaling the features so that they have the properties              

of a standard normal distribution [40]. This technique is useful for algorithms such as              

LR, MLR as well as for algorithms that use distance measurements like KNN or SVM.               

The output of this technique is a value between [0,-1]. Standard scores of features are               

calculated with the following formula: 

xstandard = σ
x −xi    (10) 

where is the i-th feature in the entire list of features x, is the mean value of x and xi            x         σ

is the standard deviation of , which is obtained as follows:x  

 σ = √ N

∑
 

 
(x −x)i

2

    (11) 

where N is the total number of features. 

StandardScaler [41] uses the exact formula (10) and therefore it was used to scale the               

dataset. 
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5. Experimentation & Optimisation 
To conduct the experiment, PyCharm IDE from JetBrains [42] was used on two             

computers with identical hardware and software detailed below.  

Software specifications 

● PyCharm 2020.1.3 (Professional Edition) 

● Build #PY-201.8538.36, built on July 7, 2020 

● Runtime version: 11.0.7+10-b765.64 amd64 

● VM: OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM by JetBrains s.r.o. 

● Windows 10 10.0 

● GC: ParNew, ConcurrentMarkSweep 

● Memory: 976M 

● Cores: 4 

Hardware specifications 

● Dual-Core Intel® Core™ i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz 

● Intel Corporation HD Graphics 630 (rev 02) 

● 8,0 GB memory DDR4 SDRAM 

● Seagate 500GB 7200RPM HDD 
 

The libraries used in implementation can be divided into 3 distinct categories: data             

collection, data preprocessing and ML models listed below: 

Libraries used 

● Data Collection Libraries 
○ Selenium (v3.141.0)[12] 

○ BeautifulSoup4 (v4.9.1)[13] 
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○ requests (v2.24.0)[18] 

● Data Preprocessing Libraries 
○ Pandas (v1.0.5)[19] 
○ Numpy (v1.19.0)[20] 
○ sklearn.preprocessing (v0.23.1)[21] 
○ category-encoders (v2.0.0)[22] 
○ Gensim 

● Machine Learning Models’ Libraries 
○ scikit-learn 0.23.2 

● Deep neural network models’ Libraries 
○ tensorflow.keras (v2.2.0) 

Dataset specifications 

● 56 columns 

● 200093 rows 

● train data and test data were split in 80% and 20% respectively. 

Since most of the models (both regression and classification), roughly share the same             

principle of implementation (except DFNN), their common implementation procedure         

will be described in one subchapter. The DFNN will be described in a separate              

subchapter as it possesses higher implementation complexity. The congregated         

description will refer to MLR, LOR, SVMs, KNN, GNB, DT and RF. 

5.1 Implementation 

5.1.1 Models Using common Implementation Steps 

Importing the libraries: 

Libraries are being imported and objects of these libraries created so that their methods              

can be accessed as seen in Fig.13 on line 2. 

Importing the dataset: 

The dataset is then imported and the independent variables x are being separated from              

the dependent variable y as seen in Fig.13 on lines 15-17.  

Encoding the independent variables: 

Features x are then encoded using BinaryEncoder as seen in Fig.13 on lines 19-20. 
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Splitting the data intro train data and test data: 

Using train_test_split [43] the independent and dependent variables are split into           

training and test sets. In Fig. 13, 0.20 indicates the ratio of 20% test and 80% train data. 

Scaling the independent variables: 

Just like described in Subchapter 4.3 the independent variables should be scaled for             

certain models (SVM, KNN) and it is achieved with the StandardScaler method. In Fig.              

13, feature scaling can be seen on lines 25-27. 

Training the model: 

This step varies from model to model as it implies initializing different classes for              

different ML models. Fig. 13 shows how the SVM classifier takes as the first parameter               

the kernel trick ‘rbf’. For other models, other arguments can be passed, such as number               

of neighbours or distance function for KNN, number of trees for RF. The train itself is                

performed with the method fit which is common for multiple prediction models on             

scikit-learn. It takes two parameters, the independent variables x and corresponding           

values y. 

Predicting the result: 

To predict a result, the “predict” method is called. It’s a standard method for both               

regression and classification models. The method simply takes as a parameter a 2D             

vector with all the independent variables and will return a 2D array with 1s and 0s for                 

each datapoint in case of classification or with continuous values for regression. 

Obtaining overfitting and accuracy scores: 

Predicted results cannot be accepted as final until the model is proved to have good               

generalization. To generalize well, a model shall not overfit or underfit. For            

classification, overfitting is interpreted from the cross validation score (CVS). The line            

48 in Fig. 13 shows how the CVS method takes as a parameter the classifier, the                

independent variables x, the dependent variable y and finally the splitting strategy. 

The accuracy of a classification is obtained with the accuracy score method which             

simply takes two parameters the true dependent variable y and the predicted one seen             y︿   

on line 37 in Fig. 13. 

For regression models, the overfitting is evaluated through the Root Mean Square Error             
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(RMSE) score. The line 74 in Fig. 14 shows how the mean square error (MSE) method                

takes as the first parameter the true dependent variable y then the predicted one and              y︿   

finally, if the ‘squared’ parameter is set to ‘False’ it will return the RMSE score,               

otherwise the MSE score.  

The accuracy for regression models is calculated through the coefficient of           

determination denoted as . Line 71 in Fig. 14 shows how the method takes two   R2          R2     

parameters: the true dependent variable y and the predicted one .y︿  

More about accuracies, overfitting and formulas behind these concepts are described in            

Subchapter 5.3. 

 

Figure 13: SVM Classifier Implementation. 
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Figure 14: Regression Evaluation Metrics. 

5.1.2 Deep Feedforward Neural Network 

To build a deep feedforward neural network (DFNN) several components need to be             

implemented: optimization algorithm, cost function, a model and a dataset as proposed            

by [31]. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, [9] also used DFNN in this domain of research.              

Goodfellow et al. [31] strengthen this argument explaining the inability of traditional            

machine learning algorithms to generalize well high-dimensional data. Goodfellow et          

al. explain that high-dimensional data such as video, image and text can be most              

properly generalized in neural networks. Drawing from this conclusion the data used in             

this degree project resembles (as far as dimensionality is concerned) data from the text              

or natural language processing domain. 

Activation function for hidden layers: The activation function for the DFNN’s hidden            

layers was chosen to be Rectified linear units (ReLu) as described by [31] as being the                

best default choice for activation of hidden units. Goodfellow et al. propose ReLu as a               

starting point because it performs generally well in many models and the authors             

explain that it is difficult to assume the activation function of the hidden units without               

testing different functions and determining which one is best based on testing results. 

Network Architecture: The network architecture was chosen to be of arbitrary width            

and depth at the first implementation. The only restriction placed was to have               

number of hidden layers bigger than 1. Reasoning behind choosing arbitrary values             

for both and is backed by [31] where the authors state that the ideal architecture for                 

a given test set can be obtained by experimentation and observation of the validation              

error. The reason for choosing a deep feedforward network against a shallow            
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feedforward network was that [31] provides an empirical result that deep networks            

generalize better than shallow networks (Fig. 15).  

Figure 15: Increase in accuracy with increase in layers [31]. 

Therefore through experimentation the architecture selected for the NN model is           

detailed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Neural Network Architecture 

Layer Neurons Activation 

input layer 319  

hidden layer 1276 Relu 

hidden layer 316 Relu 

hidden layer 79 Relu 

hidden layer 158 Relu 

hidden layer 158 Relu 

hidden layer 63 Relu 

output layer 1 Sigmoid 
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5.2 Evaluation 

5.2.1 Underfitting and Overfitting 

It is important to consider, after training a model, how well it can generalize on a new                 

dataset. From this point there are three scenarios. If the model predicts poorly on the               

training set and the new set, the model is underfitting [24]. Underfitting can occur              

because: 

● The model is too simple for the dataset (LIR when the dataset is a curve like in                 

Fig. 16 or using SVM with linear kernel when the dataset is non-linear). 

● The independent variables are not correlated enough with the dependent          

variable. 

The second scenario is when the model predicts perfectly well the training set but              

predicts poorly the new dataset. This is known as overfitting [24]. This happens when: 

● The model is too complex for the dataset (too many layers/neurons in an DFNN,              

too many trees in a RF, too many degrees in a Polynomial Regression) 

● The independent variables are too many compared to the number of data points             

(curse of dimensionality Subchapter 4.2). 

The third scenario is when the model generalizes well on new data. 

 
Figure 16: Examples of underfitting, good fit and overfitting accompanied by their MSE scores. 

In regression models, the underfitting or overfitting is interpreted with the Root Mean             

Square Error (RMSE). It is widely used in statistics and it measures how far the data                
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points are from the regression line. Farther the points are, the worse the model              

generalizes. The RMSE formula looks as follows: 

MSE  R = √ n

∑
n

i=1
(y −y )i
︿

i
2

    (12) 

where is the predicted value of the i-th sample and is the corresponding true value yi
︿          yi      

and n is the number of samples.  

For classification models, the overfitting can occur on the test set as well, while              

tweaking the model to increase the accuracy. In this way, the test set indirectly becomes               

the training set, making the evaluation metrics no longer produce accurate scores. The             

literature [24] suggests splitting the dataset into three parts rather than just train and test               

set. The third one is supposed to be the validation set, on which the model will be                 

tweaked and tuned to produce accurate results then predict the test set. This approach              

however reduces the data amount for training. Luckily it’s not needed with the             

introduction of cross-validation (CV). Scikit-learn offers the k-fold CV, a technique           

where a separate validation set is not needed since it’s obtained from the training set.               

Just like shown in Fig. 17, the training set is split in five subsets (folds) where one is                  

retained as the validation data for testing and the remaining k-1 are used as training data.                

The results from which folds in the end are averaged and represent the accuracy from               

validation. Validation result is then compared with the accuracy score (Subchapter           

5.2.2). Since the accuracy score is based on the model predicting the test set and the CV                 

score on predicting the train set, the following conclusion is drawn: If the accuracy              

score is significantly lower than validation score it overfits, otherwise it underfits. 
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Figure 17: K-Fold Cross Validation. 

To mitigate overfitting in an DFNN classification model the technique of early stopping             

was implemented. This is used to stop the model from training any further when a               

disparity between train loss and validation loss starts to appear. This way the model can               

be set to train for a large amount of epochs and it is not necessary to be manually                  

monitored as the early stopping will halt training at the lowest loss achieved before a               

rise in the loss is observed. Early Stopping was used for regularization because as              

explained by [31] it is effective and simple to implement.  

5.2.2 Model Performance 

The accuracy of a regression model is evaluated through the r2_score function from             

scikit_learn that computes the coefficient of determination also known as . The          R2   

coefficient of determination is the indicator of how well the model can generalize and              

therefore how accurate it is in predicting new samples. is obtained through the         R2     

following formula: 

(y, ) 1R2 y︿ =  −
∑
n

i=1
(y −y)i

2

∑
n

i=1
(y −y )i i

︿ 2

   (13) 
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where is the predicted value, is the corresponding true value, is the mean y value yi
︿     yi      y      

and i is the index in the total number of samples n. The result of ranges in [0.0, 1.0]               R2      

and the model generalizes better when it is closer  to 1.0. 

The accuracy of a classification model is evaluated with the accuracy_score from            

scikit_learn and just like the r2_score, the output ranges from [0.0, 1.0]. The formula for               

accuracy_score is expressed as follows: 

ccuracy(y, y) (y )a  ︿ =  n
1 ∑

n−1

i=0
1 i
︿ = yi  

(14) 

where is the predicted value of the i-th sample and is the corresponding true value, yi
︿          yi      

n is the number of samples and is an indicator function [44].(y )  1 i
︿ = yi  

5.2.3 Parameter Tuning 

Parameter tuning was done through repetitive experimentation as well as          

documentation. 

RF Regressor: Initially the number of trees was set to 100. The binary search approach               

was applied to find the optimal number of trees without significant changes in accuracy.              

The final number of trees was determined to be 20 trees. 

LOR: model’s solver was changed from default ‘lbfgs’ to ‘sag’ after discovering that it              

performs faster for larger datasets [45]. 

FNN Classifier: The loss function for the model was chosen to be binary-cross entropy              

suggested by Moolayil [46] is the most appropriate for a classification model with an              

output that has only two possible outcomes. Optimization function for the model was             

Adam (from “adaptive moments”). This optimizer was selected because of its           

robustness and popularity as described in [31]. The learning rate of the Adam optimizer              

was adjusted from the default one by suggestion of Goodfellow et al. [31]. The value of                

0.0001 was assigned after experimentation with different values ranging from 1 to            

0.00001. 
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6. Results 

6.1 Regression 
To interpret the results, score ranges from [0.0, 0.1] and it is considered a good score    R2             

closer it is to 1. A good RMSE score is closer to 0. Further the score is from 0 to                    

positive infinity denotes that the model is overfitting. The accuracies and RMSE scores             

of regression models on predicting the placement are summarized in Table 2 from             

which can be seen how RF got the best results. The predicted placements (X axis) and                

actual placements (Y axis) are plotted in Fig. 18. 

Table 2. Regression models accuracies and RMSE scores on predicting a placement. 

Model Accuracy ( score)R2  RMSE Score 

Multiple Linear 0.590 1.468 

K-Nearest Neighbor 0.444 1.710 

Support Vector Machine 0.728 1.796 

Decision Tree 0.655 1.347 

Random Forest 0.809 1.003 

 

 
Figure 18: Actual placements and predicted placements from RF regressor. 
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6.2 Classification 
Similarly to , the accuracy score for classification models ranges from [0.0, 1.0] and  R2             

is considered good, closer it is to 1. CVS however is supposed to be as close to the                  

accuracy score as possible. If CVS score is bigger than accuracy, the model overfits.              

The accuracies and CVS scores of classification models on predicting a win or loss are               

summarized in Table 3 from which can be seen how RF got the best results. The                

predicted results and actual results are plotted in Fig. 19 where 1 on the Y axis                

represents a win and 0 represents a loss. 

Table 3 A comparison of classification models 

Model Accuracy Cross Validation Score 

Logistic Regression 0.802 0.802 

SVM rbf 0.866 0.872 

K-Nearest Neighbour 0.772 0.791 

Gaussian Naive Bayes 0.573 0.594 

Decision Tree 0.883 0.897 

Random Forest 0.914 0.924 

DFNN 0.890 0891 

 

 
Figure 19: Actual results and predicted results from RF classifier. 
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6.3 BinaryEncoder vs Word2Vec 
RF classifier, the model with the highest accuracy was selected to predict results from              

the same test set but with a different encoder - Word2vec. This is to experiment whether                

a pattern will be preserved within encoding which will enhance the accuracy. The             

results contained in Table 2 showed however that the encoding did not produce any              

effect on the accuracy. The result is better visualized in Fig. 20. 

Table 4. Evaluating metrics on RF with different encoding techniques. 

Encoding Accuracy Score Cross Validation Score 

BinaryEncoding 0.914 0.924 

Word2vec 0.910 0.920 

 

 

Figure 20: Accuracy and CV scores of RF using different encoding techniques. 
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7. Discussion and Analysis 

7.1 Result analysis 

7.1.1 Comparison of ML in Sports and Esports 

The dataset used in this degree project contained 200093 rows and 56 features. With              

this dataset the implemented ML models had the most optimal performance. The            

formatting of the dataset was derived from experimentation and testing on all ML             

models covered in this degree project. The datasets used by [10][14][15] have less             

features and significantly less collected data. The difference in features from the related             

work and the ones obtained in this degree project is due to the fact that the features                 

works specified in Chapter 1.1 are standardized metrics in each of the spheres of study               

which are generally tracked and acknowledged to be important. In the case of this              

research the features selected had to undergo a trial and error process of selection since               

there is no predefined standard for which metrics are important to track and test. 

The DFNN classifier implemented in this thesis outperformed by a significant margin            

the DFNN implemented by Herbinet [10] (0.890 accuracy for this research’s           

implementation against 0.511 accuracy for the implementation by [10]). This disparity           

in results is explained by the fact that Herbinet had a dataset that consisted of a small                 

sample of 3800 recorded matches and 23+ features. 

The KNN classifier in this research scored 0.772 on accuracy which is in line with the                

same model implementation by Gu et al. [15] who achieved 0.84 in accuracy. The slight               

difference in accuracy is attributed to the fact that Gu et al. [15] had a dimensionality of                 

18 hence the KNN Euclidean Distance is more relevant and achieves more accurate             

results, since the neighbours are more spread out. The dataset in this degree project              

consists of 56 dimensions which can be close to many data points, hence the KNN               

struggles to predict accurately as suggested in [27].  
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The best performance has been achieved by RF classifier with an accuracy of 0.914.              

Eggels et al. [14] achieved their highest accuracy with a Random Forest as well having               

precision of 0.785.  

SVM classifier is another model that performed well on the provided dataset with an              

accuracy score of 0.866. However, the training and evaluation was time-consuming. It            

was discovered that the reason is that it scales at least quadratically with the number of                

samples [47]. Both Gu et al. [15] and Herbinet [10] implemented SVMs with RBf for               

classification and achieved high results. For Gu et al. [15] only DT outperformed the              

SVM model by a small margin (less than 1% in accuracy). 

For regression, RF regressor achieved the highest accuracy as well (0.809) in spite of              

the fact that RF usually performs better in classification. This performance is heavily             

impacted by the high dimensional, large data set and the nature of RF to scale well with                 

large datasets as [24] suggested. 

7.1.2 Identifying a Hidden Pattern 

The results from the word2vec model after being processed and visualized by the             

Embedding Projector[48] for teams with a winning composition and teams with a losing             

composition managed to bring forth attributes correlated with a win and lack of those              

attributes correlating with a loss. Analyzing the graphs in Appendix F it is evident that               

there is a clear difference between attributes present in teams that were classified as win               

and teams classified as loss. This can be observed by noting the red bounding boxes               

(which mark champions level 2 of rarity 5) and blue bounding boxes (which mark              

champions level 1 of rarity 5). In the graph displaying attributes correlated with win the               

majority of instances are with red bounding boxes (38 red bounding boxes in total), this               

in comparison with the graph displaying attributes correlated with loss where there are             

only 2 red bounding boxes. 

The results from Table 4 in Chapter 6.3 showed that encoding the dataset with W2V               

does not improve the accuracy compared to BE (0.914). It is worth mentioning that it               

didn’t degrade dramatically either (0.910). However the fact that it did not improve the              
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accuracy could point to the fact that the W2V model was not properly optimized for               

prediction purposes. 

7.2 Ethical aspects 
The purpose of this degree thesis was to prove or disprove if ML algorithms used in                

traditional sports for game outcome prediction could also be used in the area of esports.               

Also if ML techniques could be used to find a pattern in winning teams that would show                 

if there were any constant factors that determined a win. In spite of mentioning the               

possible usage of the results produced by this project in Subchapter 1.3, the interest of               

this thesis is purely scientific. 

All the data gathered is public and accessible to everyone and no player’s private              

information was ever gained access to by the methods used for data collection in this               

degree project. 

The data provided by the Riot API has been utilized following all the guidelines about               

fair use stated in their policy [49]. 
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8. Conclusion 

8.1 Research questions 
Q1: Are ML techniques used to predict traditional sports results applicable for esports? 

Based on the results from the conducted experiments described in chapter 7 it is              

possible to apply ML techniques used for traditional sport prediction[10][13][14][15].          

The results not only confirm but also show that a great accuracy can be achieved with                

most of the ML techniques used to predict traditional sports. A direct comparison can be               

drawn between the result obtained by Eggels et al. [14] Herbinet [10] as the researchers               

achieved greatest accuracy with Random forest and the results of the practical work in              

this degree project achieved highest accuracy of 0.914 with RF. Then it is clear that ML                

techniques used in traditional sports prediction can directly be applied to the region of              

esports.  

Considering the results discussed in chapter 7.1.1 in both esports and traditional sports             

for prediction of outcome, with datasets consisting of mixed variables (categorical,           

real-valued and binary) Random Forest is observably a robust and reliable ML model             

for accurate predictions that scales well with increasing dimensionality as long as a             

proportional amount of data points is also provided. 

In conclusion, considering the results obtained by the practical work of this degree             

project and the comparison with the results from the related work it is evident that most                

ML methods applied to various traditional sports in the related work can successfully be              

applied to the domain of esports with very promising results. 

Research question 2: Can ML techniques detect a pattern in a team’s attribute set that               

will provide higher winning chances? 

Taking into account the result analysis in chapter 7.1.2 and the clear pattern found in               

attributes related to a win with respect to team placement it can be concluded that               

word2vec successfully managed to relate specific attributes that would most often lead            

to a win. Feeding the dataset encoded with W2V to the model with the best accuracy                

score (RF) didn’t show any improvements. 
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8.2 Future work 
Future work is mainly derived from the limitations presented in this degree project. It              

encompasses improvement on the practical work done and extends on other areas which             

could enhance this research further. They are as follows: 

Gathering more robust data. This means a better filtering system for the age of a               

recorded game. Also making sure that unlike the present data all game modes are              

equally represented. A further improvement would be to discard edge cases to have             

better optimized datasets. 

Implementing graph neural networks (GNN). A neural network model which has gained            

popularity in recent years that is capable of taking as input graphs. This would build               

upon the word2vec model implemented in this thesis and augment it with a model              

called node2vec which takes walks through the data and strengthens or weakens graph             

relationships before they are fed into the GNN. 

Implementing a Recurrent neural network (RNN) to utilize the full potential of the             

word2vec model by having the RNN model keep memory of the beginning of a              

sentence (in our case a team composition) and being able to make relationships between              

all points of the team composition. 

Creating a ML model that will be capable of simulating TFT games and play against               

itself and generate fresh data and bring even more insight into the hidden patterns of the                

game. 

Implement a generative adversarial network (GAN) in which the adversary will be            

trained only on teams that have won games and the generator shall try to recreate such a                 

team and perhaps produce a team combination that is very successful and never tried              

before. 
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Riot API developer console. 
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Appendix B 
Format A: 

This format was designed during the conception of the thesis. It consisted only of two               

columns. One was the independent variable represented by a concatenated string of all             

champions in a team with their respective champion levels. The second was the             

placement at which that team ended the game (from 1 to 8), this was the dependent                

variable. This CSV contained 21 409 entries. 

 

Format B: 

In this format more detail was added to the CSV. The gathered data was split into 14                 

columns. Columns from 1-11 were assigned as champion slots in a single team             

composition. For each column a champion would be assigned ordered sequentially as            

read from the website. Given the number of active players and games played per day it                

is very likely that there are teams of sizes greater than 11 but they are considered edge                 

cases and they were discarded for optimization purposes. Column 12 was for the game              

mode, column 13 for the collective number of items present in a team. This was just a                 
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numerical representation and not mapped to individual champions. The final column is            

the dependent variable which is the placement. This CSV file contains 4702 entries. 

Format AB: 

This CSV format is a variation of format A. It contains the same columns as format A                 

with the same logic but two extra columns were added to improve accuracy by              

providing more context. These columns are from format B, specifically item number            

and game mode. In total this format contains 4 columns. First column is the              

concatenated team composition with levels for each champion, second is the game            

mode, third is combined item number for the entire team and fourth is the dependent               

variable placement. This CSV contains 9550 entries. 

 

Team 
Composition 

game mode item number placement 

concatenated 
champion names 
and their levels 
found in a single 
team 

type of game 
variation 

aggregated number 
of items in the 
whole team 

what placement the 
team ended the 
game at 
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Format C: 

In this format a near maximum amount of detail was provided. The gathered data was               

split and fit into 3194 columns. The columns were generated in such a manner that there                

was 1 column for each possible champion in the game and this column would contain               

an integer from 0 to 3 representing champion level of that particular champion and 0               

denoting the lack of that champion in the inspected team composition. That accounts for              

57 columns. For each of the 57 champion columns, 54 more were appended to represent               

the possible items that champion can equip. These item columns contain an integer from              

0 to 3, the former denoting the lack of that item and the numbers from 1 to 3 denoting                   

the amount of times this item was equipped on a specific champion in a specific team                

composition. These make up 3078 extra columns. Next one more column was added for              

each of the 57 champions to represent a repeating copy of that champion in a single                

team. This column functions the same way as the original 57 champion columns. The              

final two columns are the game mode and placement. For each column a champion              

would be assigned ordered sequentially as read from the website. 

Champion
_name1 

Champion1_
item_name1 

Champion1_
item_name2 

... game mode placement 

2 1 0 repeating for every 
champion and item 

combination 

type of game 
variation 

what placement the team 
ended the game at 
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Appendix C 

 

Team Placement. Each dot represents a team and it’s placement. This graph displays             

200093 games. 
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Appendix D 

 

Team distribution by game mode. In this graph 200093 teams are grouped by game              

mode they participated in. 
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Appendix E 

 

Team distribution by team size. The blue dots represent team sizes from 1 to 10               

inclusive and the coloured dots on the right under the label ‘other’ denote team sizes of                

11. This graph displays 200093 teams. 
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